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Horror escape room denver



Just four years ago, there were about two dozen escape rooms in the United States. Fast-forward to 2019, and we're seeing more than 2,300 facilities across the country, with more than sixty options up and down the Colorado Front Range. It throws destinations like Estes Park, Steamboat Springs,
Breckenridge, Vail, Frisco, Grand Junction and Durango, and the Colorado count rises to 75, the largest number of per capita escape rooms in the country. In the face of so many options, it might be difficult to decide which rooms to try, and not all rooms are the same. But whether you're looking for mind-
blowing puzzles or want to make moonlight as a secret service agent, there's an escape room for you. You just have to know how to find him. Here are fourteen of the best escape rooms in the Denver area, including selections in Colorado Springs and Fort Collins:21 Keys Escape Rooms 3362 Templeton
Gap Road, Colorado Springs $24 to $30 21 Keys offers a variety of rooms, including one that is designed for groups of up to ten people. History buffs will love the Ice Worm Project, based on a real U.S. Army base in Greenland. The near-dark room requires headlights and lanterns, and contains red
herring to throw you into a loop. The owners of 21 Keys pride themselves on providing a challenging experience for those looking for a real test of their puzzle solving skills. ConTRAPtions Escape Rooms 3720 South College Avenue, Fort Collins $24 to $28 ConTRAPtions' source of pride is its high-tech
magic, most evident in a new space travel game, Plight of the Margo. Designed to be played in two ninety-minute rounds, this room looks and behaves like a real spaceship, and you'll even come face-to-face with life-size aliens. Conundrum Escape Rooms 2480 Kipling Street, Lakewood 6350 Wadsworth
Boulevard, Arvada $25 to $27.50 Conundrum Escape Rooms offer immersive space and challenging puzzles. The dive transports you to an underwater submarine through cool effects such as a functional periscope and a massive control plate for the ship. Here the puzzles are mixed into the environment
and become part of the room and its mission. Success requires rapid and abstract thinking for the ship's systems to be back online and navigate an active minefield. 4442 Banes Road, Colorado Springs $30 Weather Escape Room This family-run escape room is perfect for players who want to please
their inner children. You can try to get out of a pirate ship or a whimsical dream world. Well lit and suitable for groups of up to eight, Escaped in Time is fun for the whole family. EXPAND Hellscream Haunted House Hellscream Hellscream Escape 3021 North Hancock Avenue, Colorado Springs $28 Fans
terror and haunted house enthusiasts: This one is for you. Three different escape rooms await you inside the Hellscream Haunted House, including its multi-story game that uses a real, functional elevator. Puzzles might use some work, and it can be difficult to distinguish between haunted game pieces
and house accessories, but highlights makes it easy to look beyond that. If you really want to raise the bet, be sure to select the scary option to play with live actors in the rooms. Fort Collins Escape Room Fort Collins Escape Room Fort Collins Escape Room 4025 South Mason Street, Fort Collins $24 to
$26 Fort Collins Escape Room offers the complete package. In addition to a fun and accessible game, we also find a warm and welcoming lobby, an interactive briefing and a good turn in the standard photo after the game. And with tickets at $24 to $26, it's one of the most affordable places in the area.
Golden Puzzle Room 860 Tabor Street, Suite 210, Lakewood 1110 Washington Avenue, Suite 200, Golden $25 Golden Puzzle Room keeps its modestly constructed well-lit rooms, making them accessible to multigenerational families. Here the excitement is due to solving hard puzzles with thinking out of
the box. The business offers multiple skill level scenarios and even a child-only room for children from six to twelve years old. Planet Deadline 4758 North Chestnut Street, Colorado Springs $30 Planet Deadline offers traditional escape rooms and virtual reality escape rooms (and coming soon: virtual
haunted houses). The waiting space is narrow and the lobby is seriously devoid of aesthetics, but the concepts are original and the rooms are very themed. Horror fans will have an explosion playing Slaycation as they attempt to escape a serial killer's cabin in the woods using clues from their past victims.
EXPAND Puzzah! 1440 Blake Street, #150, Denver 1 West Flatiron Circle, #2153, Broomfield $25 to $27 Puzzah!' rooms are sturdy and solid, and their games are well designed to keep you on track. Emphasizing immersion puzzles, space requires you to come with your thinking limit and select your
team wisely. Puzzah! s unique adaptive track system makes these games accessible to all skill levels and presents special challenges for teams that can beat the clock. Q: The Live Escape Experience 333 East 4th Street, Loveland 810 9th Street, Greeley $24.99 What you need to know: One of the
state's rare escape rooms with live actors, Q: The Live Escape Experience stands out from the rest. In area Q of the game, you infiltrate a heavily safe and barely lit underground bunker, recover a extracted bacteria and blow up a lab, all while you're not caught by the guard who does his rounds every ten
minutes. You'll have a better experience if your team has at least one risky one who won't be afraid to interact with the guard. Escape From Q offers two unique games in each place, all with a creepy tilt that will leave you feeling like the star of a real-life horror movie. EXPAND Rabbit Hole Recreation
Services Rabbit Hole Services Rabbit Hole Recreation Services 1156 West Dillon Road, #1, Louisville $30 to $40 Rabbit Hole Recreation Services offers the perfect blend of realistic ensembles and sophisticated puzzles. These rooms feel like the imaginary places they are designed to be, and the steps in
the game are involve finding a code and using it in a lock. Add an impressive layer of technology that elevates the experience from interesting to exciting, and you have one of the best places in the area. Try Somewhere Secret. Somewhere Secret Somewhere Secret 222 Walnut Street, Fort Collins $26
Although Somewhere Secret looks a lot like an escape room, that's not an entirely accurate description, because the goal is not to escape. Rather, the room was designed to invoke a sense of intrigue and offer a mysterious, if not magical, experience. Complete the game in less than an hour and go with a
treasure map that leads to more adventures in and around Fort Collins. EXPAND Themescape 6811 West 120th Avenue, the name Broomfield $28 Themescape is apt, as its rooms are highly themed and aim to lead you to escape your daily reality. The game Sector X offers spectacle: a camera with
tracks only illuminated by a hand crank, a bookshelf full of gooey specimens from space and a creature nestled in a creepy, pulsating cocoon. EXPAND Time to Escape 9655 West Colfax Avenue $28 Owned and operated by a team of two, with deep roots in the history and art of the facility, Time to
Escape offers games that use three rooms each and stand out for their ability to transcend time through immersive design. The puzzles are challenging but not impossible to break, fit well to the theme, and keep you running back and forth between the rooms for an active and engaging experience. What
are your favorite escape rooms? Let us know in editorial@westword.com. Keep Westword free... Since we started Westword, it's been defined as Denver's free, independent voice, and we'd like to keep it that way. Offering our readers free access to incisive coverage of local news, food and culture.
Producing stories mostly, from political scandals to the most popular new gangs, with courageous reports, elegant writing and employees who have won everything from the Professional Journalists Society's Sigma Delta Chi Award to the Casey Medal for Meritorious Journalism. But with the existence of
local journalism under siege and the declines in advertising revenue having a greater impact, it is important now more than ever that we pool the support behind the funding of our local journalism. You can help by participating in our I Support membership program, allowing us to continue covering Denver
without paywall. Art and Culture Games To Do Things What is a $%&amp;s? Escape rooms (also commonly known as escape games, room escape games and escape games) are a very simple concept, and almost exactly how they sound. Basically, you lock yourself in a room with your friends (or co-
workers, family, etc.), and to go out in the amount of time allocated, usually an hour. To escape the room, you must solve a series of puzzles, puzzles, clues, etc. that all work together with the theme to help you get out. If it sounds weird, chances are you haven't tried. We believe that the escape rooms
are incredibly fun, challenging and exciting, and are worth every penny. Even if you don't choose King's Escape Room Denver, we encourage you to try one at least at some point in your life, you won't regret it! See the escape rooms if you're ready! The escape rooms are: An amazing way to spend an
hour excellent ridiculously addictive team building activities ideal for date NightEscape Rooms are NOT: For the near/boring fear (at least the king are not) for a specific type of person all created the same
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